Every Patient. Every Time.
Improve the quality of patient care with a
portable monitoring tool smaller than a credit
card. Vetcorder™ is a powerful, state-ofthe-art multi-parameter patient monitor that
conveniently and accurately tracks SpO2,
heart rate and ECG to help ensure patient
safety from admission to discharge.
A modern monitoring method that’s simple,
flexible and practical, Vetcorder is both
convenient and cost effective. It can be used
during routine exams, emergencies, advanced
and elective surgeries, dental treatments,
recovery or any other procedures requiring
anesthesia. Using Vetcorder is simply the right
thing to do for every patient. Every time.

By providing enhanced monitoring capabilities,
Vetcorder improves patient safety and instills
confidence in staff and animal owners. The
pocket-sized touchscreen instrument, featuring
Bluetooth connectivity to iOS and Android mobile
devices, does the job of multiple large monitors
often exclusive to surgical suites. Affordable
and economical at just $995 (MSRP), Vetcorder
can help both new and established veterinary
practices looking to optimize monitoring protocols.

Monitoring Functions:

Shown
actual size

• SpO2
• Heart rate
• ECG
• Ability to provide convenient surface temperature spot check
• ECG and Pleth Waveforms

Product Features:
• At a 3.5” x 2.2” x .5” size, it fits in the palm of your hand
(and easily in your pocket)
• Weighs under 80g – less than your typical smartphone!
• Bluetooth-enabled to allow continuous remote monitoring
with your smartphone or tablet up to 30 feet away
• Battery longevity for over 12 hours of continuous monitoring
and can hold its charge for up to 3 months on standby

Specifications Chart:
SpO2
Range

70% - 100%

Accuracy

80-100% +/- 2%, 70-79 +/- 3%

HR/PR
Range

30 to 350 bpm

Heart Rate

+/- 2 bpm or +/- 2%

Connectivity
Wireless

Bluetooth 4.0

Battery
ECG Recorder

Over 1,000 times

Bluetooth On

12+ hours

Battery Type

Rechargeable lithium-polymer
560 mAh

Each System Includes:

Uses:
Vetcorder can be used on a wide variety of animal species,
including dogs, cats, other companion animals, livestock,
non-human primates, reptiles, birds and exotics.
It is ideal for:

• One Vetcorder
• SpO2 lingual sensor
• ECG cable with two sets of clips
• Multi-parameter adapter
• Silicon protective boot
• USB charging cable with AC adapter
• Quick-start guide
• Warranty
• In-service training

Using Vetcorder from admission to discharge helps veterinary
practices achieve a new level of patient security and peace-ofmind. The worst message to deliver to a client is the loss of a
loved companion, especially when it could have been avoided.
Vetcorder keeps staff informed and connected to vital information
to help ensure patients are not compromised.
Bluetooth connectivity via mobile device allows veterinarians,
technicians and staff the flexibility to monitor patient vitals while
executing other tasks or working with other patients in the
practice or hospital.

Vetcorder is widely used in:
• Veterinary practices and hospitals
• Exotic pet centers
• Emergency animal facilities
• Laboratories
• Zoos
• Universities
• Production animal environments

World Class Customer Support:
Every Vetcorder system is backed by Sentier’s dedicated service
and support team. Purchase includes free in-service training
with one of our technical experts and access to technical support
via phone or web site. The Sentier team is always one call away
to assist your practice or facility with questions, uses or technical
support.

Bottom Line Patient Security:
Vetcorder pays for itself in a short amount of time via minor
monitoring fees. It is a rare occurrence that a pet parent would
not want their loved family member both cared for and monitored
from exam to recovery. It is the right thing to do for patient care.

The Case for Vetcorder
in Recovery:
According to a recent study, more than
half of the deaths tied to veterinary
surgery happened within three hours
of recovering from anesthesia, which is
used in a multitude of minor procedures.1
In a 2016 study, 57 percent of dogs and
35.5 percent of cats that underwent
procedures using anesthesia
experienced an adverse event, including:
arousal or breakthrough pain (14.9%),
hypoventilation (13.5%), hypotension
(10.3%), arrhythmias (5.8%),
hyperthermia/hypothermia (5.0%),
airway complications (4.8%), recovery
excitation (4.6%), aspiration risk (4.5%),
desaturation (2.8%), hypertension (1.7%)
and other ailments (3.7%).2
The study found that using monitoring
tools like a Vetcorder can be easily
integrated in vet practices to provide
valuable evidence and data for
veterinarians, veterinary technicians and
anesthetists to maintain optimal health
for their patients during procedures and
in recovery.
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Why Vetcorder?
Industry professionals say it best.
“Vetcorder does something no other monitor can do for us. It shows that status of our patients in recovery. Every
other solution we’ve tried has fallen short of Vetcorder’s versatility and value. With Vetcorder, our clinic can deliver
a higher quality of patient care.”
-Taylor Stewart, RVT
“After a week of using it, my team of 8 CVTs asked me to buy more units since they were fighting over the one I
bought. We now have a total of 3 and my other machines are gathering dust. The Sentier team has also been great
about answering my questions that we have. My techs and I highly recommend the Vetcorder.”
-Dr. Ilan Waskow, Mile High Veterinary Hospital
“Continuous monitoring is especially important when treating with drugs that affect the heart. Thanks to the Vetcorder,
I have peace of mind during transport and imaging.”
-Shalee Ratliff, RVT
“We just can’t get enough of this device! Use it in the ER, out in the field, post operatively or even during the
intraoperative period this device is incredibly versatile. Did we mention its Bluetooth feature?”
-Veterinary Anesthesia Nerds “Top 10 Favorite Things” 2016, 2017 and 2018!

Do the right thing for patients and clients.
Leverage the flexible, convenient power of Vetcorder for admission to discharge patient
monitoring, ensuring animal safety and well-being. With Vetcorder, it’s easy to monitor.
Every patient. Every time!
To learn more, call your preferred distributor
and set up a free two-week trial today or
contact us at:
1-844-VETCORDER (1-844-838-2673)
info@sentierconnect.com
www.sentierconnect.com
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